Abstract. This paper solves analytically and illustrates numerically the full-vector, electromagnetic inverse source problem of synthesizing an unknown source embedded in a given substrate medium of volume V and radiating a prescribed exterior field. The derived formulation and results generalize previous work on the scalar version of the problem, especially the recent "Part I" paper [A.J. Devaney, E.A. Marengo and M. Li, Inverse source problem in non-homogeneous background media, SIAM J. Appl. Math. 67 (2007) pp. . Emphasis is put on substrates having constant constitutive properties within the source volume V , which, for formal tractability, is taken to be of spherical shape. The adopted approach is one of constrained optimization which also relies on spherical wavefunction theory. The derived theory and associated implications for antenna substrates are illustrated numerically.
1. Introduction. In this paper we investigate the full-vector, electromagnetic inverse source problem of reconstructing an unknown source (antenna) that is embedded, within a source region V , in a given material or metamaterial substrate, and that radiates a given exterior field outside V . The derived formulation and results on this inverse source problem in substrate media generalize, within the full-vector formulation, previous work on the inverse source problem in free space (cf. [48] and the references therein for review and applications), as well as previous work on the scalar version of the problem for non-homogeneous backgrounds [20, 66] , particularly the predecessor "Part I" paper [19] coauthored by one of us (E.A.M.). Here as in [19] the inverse problem is addressed in the context of the Helmholtz operator with emphasis on piecewise-constant radially-symmetric backgrounds. The formulation is based on constrained optimization and, unlike the vast majority of previous presentations, can be used to implement different kinds of constraints. Two such possibilities are emphasized in the paper, in particular, the minimizing of the source L 2 -norm or functional energy characterizing the "current level", with and without tuning to resonance, the former case corresponding to zero source reactive power. Fundamental radiation limits related to the realizability of given fields or radiation performance with given source resources (antenna size, current level as measured by the source energy, reactive power, and so on) or, alternatively, of the minimal resources needed for a given performance, are also elucidated as a by-product of the derived inverse source theory.
Motivation for this research is provided by the possibility of embedding an antenna in a substrate of a given size, where the original antenna plus the substrate are treated as the total antenna, so as to generate a given field or performance level which could not be achieved under the same physical constraints by another antenna in free space (i.e., without the substrate medium). This possibility has attracted research from time to time in the antenna community, being of interest a variety of antenna-embedding materials, including plasmas [56] , non-magnetic dielectrics [38, 39, 43, 40, 34, 2] , magneto-dielectrics [29, 13, 54, 45] , and, more recently, double-negative and singlenegative metamaterials which are receiving much attention as antenna performanceenhancing substrates by a number of groups [63, 62, 25, 3, 71, 65, 26, 44, 70] . The envisaged property is miniaturization of antennas by controlling electric size, via larger wavenumber, but other effects are involved, particularly when metamaterials are used. (A review of the pertinent state-of-the-art can be found in [24] ).
For instance, it is well known [47, 51] that in the free-space case the source energy increases exponentially, for a given radiation pattern, with decreasing k 0 a, where k 0 is the free-space wavenumber of the field. This increase occurs below a critical point determined by the fine detail that is desired in the radiation pattern, specifically, the antenna directivity. The question then is whether the critical source size in question can be made smaller by embedding the source in a properly selected substrate which becomes integral to the antenna. For small antennas (whose dimensions are smaller than about 1/3 of the wavelength [68, 69] ) one is particularly interested in achieving radiation of an elemental dipolar mode, using minimal resources. Can antenna substrates help toward this goal? Alternatively, in certain applications using larger, resonant antennas whose dimensions are comparable to or larger than the wavelength one can dispose of some "extra space" to accommodate a substrate, and the question is: Does antenna embedding yield enhancement of antenna directivity? Which values of the constitutive parameters give better performance?
We address these and related questions aided by the formalism of the inverse source problem, paying particular attention to lossless piecewise-constant radiallysymmetric backgrounds having electric permittivity s and permeability µ s , in par-ticular, the total permittivity distribution is of the form (r) = s Θ(a − r) + 0 Θ(r − a) (1.1) where Θ denotes Heaviside's unit step function (Θ(x) = 1, for x > 1, otherwise Θ(x) = 0), and the total permeability distribution is of the form µ(r) = µ s Θ(a − r) + µ 0 Θ(r − a).
Generalization of the analysis for distributions of the constitutive parameters which are spherically symmetric within the source support V and take the free-space values outside V is also outlined. Our results reveal the performance improvements due to antenna-embedding substrates from an inverse antenna theory point of view which is different than and complementary to efforts by other groups in this fruitful area (e.g., [29, 13, 54, 45, 63, 62, 25, 3, 71, 65, 26, 44, 70] ; an expanded bibliography can be found in [24] ). Contrary to previous presentations, which focused on particular devices, we emphasize in the present work a non-device-specific analysis that aims at understanding the practical possibilities opened by antenna-embedding substrates. The source inversion is approached by including solution constraints yielding minimum energy sources generating a given radiation pattern. Formal tractability as well as engineering applications both dictate the particular choices made. All the results are derived for time-harmonic fields, and thus the values of the constitutive parameters, which generally vary with frequency, are considered in this work for a given central frequency only. We also employ effective media theory considerations and ignore material dissipation as well as the general bi-anisotropic nature of metamaterials [36, 15] whose explicit consideration within the inverse theory is left for the future. Thus in this paper we treat all materials and metamaterials as having zero conductivity, and generally real-valued scalar permittivity and permeability, (r) and µ(r), respectively, at the relevant frequency.
Referring to the schematic given in Figure 1 .1, we consider a general antenna which is composed of a driving structure and a material structure. The driving structure could be constituted by information-carrying currents, voltages (e.g., as in a dipole antenna) and/or equivalent primary fields (e.g., as in a driving horn). The material structure, on the other hand, could be a reflecting body (e.g., a parabolic reflector), an antenna substrate (e.g., as in ceramic-embedded antennas for mobile telephone handsets [34] ), etc. The antenna radiates at angular oscillation frequency ω. The smallest spherical volume V within which the entire antenna resides is assumed to have radius a, that is, V ≡ © r ∈ R 3 : r ≡ |r| ≤ a ª . As far as the authors of this paper know, there are only three treatments of the inverse source problem for the non-free-space case [20, 66, 19] . They consider only the scalar version of the problem. Reference [20] emphasizes the minimum energy solution within an integral equation framework pertinent to holography (as is also shown in [55] ). Reference [66] generalizes [20] to lossy media. The companion paper [19] uses an optimization-theoretic framework which is a simpler, scalar counterpart of the full-vector treatment derived in the present sequel.
Electromagnetically, the ultimate sources of radiation are: (1) an impressed current distribution which under a suppressed time dependence e −iωt is described by its space-dependent part J(r) and which can be controlled at antenna terminals; and (2) an induced current distribution J ind (r) appearing over the antenna material structure upon the presence of the former primary source (as schematically illustrated in the same figure) . The superposition of the two, i.e., the total current distribution J tot (r) = J(r) + J ind (r), generates, via the linear total source-to-field mapping dictated by the free-space outgoing wave dyadic Green function [7, 17] , the respective total electric field E(r). This point of view is relevant to the formulation of an inverse source problem in free space, consisting of deducing an unknown total source J(r), of known support, say, the entire volume V , that is consistent with a measured exterior electric field E(r). It is this formulation in free space that has been the subject of the vast majority of investigations on the inverse source problem (cf. [47, 51, 48] and the references therein.) Its solutions are electric current distributions that are equivalent to the true total antenna currents in that they generate the same field outside V .
However, for antennas embedded in material substrates or if a number of candidate background media are known a priori as part of the antenna analysis and design, then such a characterization in terms of total currents in free space is very inadequate. In particular, the true currents are of a certain form dictated by the wave propagation in the relevant substrate medium that is not taken into account in the inversion of the total source in free space. In so doing, the thus-found "equivalent sources in free space" can even be non-physically realizable with the particular driving and material components of the antenna. In other words, source inversion in free space is unsuited in the presence of antenna-embedding media. It may even give false leads when addressing the fundamental physical limits of the far-fields, as determined, e.g., from the Picard conditions [9] .
Consequently, a better approach is to formulate an inverse source problem in substrate media, whose objective is to deduce an unknown primary current density J(r) that is contained, along with the substrate, in the spherical volume V , and that generates a prescribed exterior field. After all, from a practical point of view, it is only this primary source J(r) that one has control of at antenna terminals. Thus in this approach the background medium is treated not as an equivalent source which could even be non-realizable with the allowable driving excitations and antenna material, but instead as a propagating medium that is integral to the antenna and within which the impressed source radiates.
The sought-after source is generally non-unique. This is due to the presence, within the source region, of nonradiating sources [21, 51, 22, 11] whose generated fields vanish identically outside the source region. But as constraints are imposed, one manages to arrive at a unique source generating a given exterior field, such as the familiar minimum energy solution to the inverse source problem [47, 51, 48] . This solution results from the minimization of the L 2 -norm of the current density. The ability of an antenna to radiate a prescribed power with reduced current levels as characterized by this norm is an indication of efficiency which has been adopted as constraint in the antenna synthesis problem [5, 41, 12, 18, 42] . Also, of importance are constraints related to the reactive near fields. High reactive energy as characterized by the quality factor Q [16, 30, 27, 52, 64] reduces system bandwidth, and thus it is important to require that the designed antenna have tolerable reactive near fields. (Some treatments using this constraint can be found in [14, 35, 57] .) Another consideration of practical importance is the tuning of the antenna to resonance so that its reactive power is zero. In this paper we consider the source energy constraint with and without this tuning to resonance by means of a generalization to sources in substrates of a constrained optimization approach to the electromagnetic inverse problem introduced for free space in [48] .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 develops the rele-vant forward theory in the multipole domain. Section 3 provides the inverse theory based on constrained optimization. Section 4 presents a computer simulation study which illustrates the inverse theory developed in the paper along with the insight it provides into fundamental radiation limits with given resources, as well as the possibility of enhancing performance using substrates. Different cases are considered in detail, including a quarter-wave electric dipole, a half-wave electric dipole, and electrically larger sources generating a number of multipole modes, characteristic of a given directivity (the larger the number of such modes that can be accommodated with given resources the larger the achievable directivity). Section 5 gives concluding remarks. Appendices B, C, and D provide derivations of results used in sections 2 and 3. All equations are in the SI system.
2. The Forward Problem.
2.1. Electromagnetic Generalities. Our starting point is provided by the frequency-domain Maxwell equations for a generally lossless, non-homogeneous medium, in particular [7, 17] ,
where J(r) represents an impressed current density (i.e., the source) confined within the spherical volume V , and E(r) and H(r) are, respectively, the electric and magnetic fields it generates. (These fields are subject to Sommerfeld's radiation condition [60] .) Substituting H(r), from equation (2.1), into equation (2.2) yields the vector wave equation
3)
The partial differential operator in equation (2.3) admits an outgoing-wave dyadic Green's functionḠ(r, r 0 ) which, along with Sommerfeld's radiation condition, obeys 4) whereĪ denotes the identity dyadic and δ the Dirac delta. For future convenience we define the weighted inner product
where f and f 0 are any two functions of position and the asterisk * denotes the complex conjugate; M (r) is a characteristic (indicator or masking) function defined as
Using this inner product, we express the source energy E as
and the complex interaction power P (cf. [7] ) as
where we have introduced the linear mapping e G defined by
The real part of P, i.e., < [P], represents the radiated power. This radiated power is determined by the radiated field or, equivalently, by the multipole moments a (j) l,m , in the form of an incoherent sum of the multipole contributions (cf. [23, 46] (cf. also [32] ), namely
where η 0 = p µ 0 / 0 is the free-space wave impedance. On the other hand, the imaginary part of P, i.e., = [P], corresponds to the energystorage reactive power [7] . It can have a prescribed value, say, zero (as was shown in [48, 51] ), which corresponds to a tuned antenna, and is one of the solution constraints to be employed in the formulation to follow. We note that the reactive power can be expressed as
and where we have introduced the linear mapping e G S defined by equation (2.9) after the substitutions e G → e G S andḠ →Ḡ S .
2.2. Source-to-Multipole-Moment Mapping. To formulate the inverse problem for the cases described in equations (1.1) and (1.2) (as well as cases described by equations (D.1) and (D.2)) it is necessary to first have at our disposal the solution of the associated forward or radiation problem. To accomplish this, we note that, for these cases, the electric field E(r) generated by the most general source of support V can be represented, outside V , by the multipole expansion [23] 
where the complex-valued expansion coefficients a
l,m are the multipole moments of the field, and where the multipole fields are
wherer ≡ r/r , h (+) l denotes the spherical Hankel function of the first kind and order l (as defined in [6] ), corresponding to outgoing spherical waves in the far zone, Y l,m is the vector spherical harmonic of degree l and order m (as defined in [23] , equations (4.7) and (4.8)), and j = 1 and j = 2 correspond to electric and magnetic multipole fields, respectively. For the convenience of the reader we are outlining the key properties of the vector spherical harmonics in appendix A. Physically, the index l characterizes the so-called multipolarity or modal order of the field; thus l = 1 corresponds to 2 1 -pole (dipole) radiation, l = 2 corresponds to 2 2 -pole (quadrupole) radiation, l = 3 corresponds to 2 3 -pole (octupole) radiation, and so on. Note that in (2.13) the summation over l starts from l = 1 because there are no vector spherical harmonics of zero degree [23] . On the other hand, the magnetic field outside the source region is defined by substituting from these results into equation (2.1) with the free-space substitution µ(r) → µ 0 .
At this point it is important to note that the multipole moments a
l,m are uniquely determined by the projections of the electric field E(r) onto a sphere of radius R > a. One finds that the multipole moments are given by l,m and a (2) l,m , respectively, are related to the current distribution J by 16) i.e., they are the projections of the current distribution J onto the set of source-free vector fields B (j) l,m which need to be determined for the particular antenna background medium. For the special free-space case where µ(r)/µ 0 = 1 = (r)/ 0 the latter fields are the familiar source-free multipole fields, in particular (cf. [30] and [17] ),
where j l is the spherical Bessel function of the first kind and order l (as defined in [6] , for instance). On the other hand, it is shown in appendix B that for piecewiseconstant radially-symmetric backgrounds whose permittivity and permeability are given by equations (1.1) and (1.2) 18) where the substrate wavenumber k = ω √ µ s s , the relative permittivity r = s / 0 , the relative permeability µ r = µ s /µ 0 , and where we have defined the complex amplitudes
where 20) and
Because of the self-imposed restriction to the study of lossless substrates, the relative constitutive parameters µ r and r admit only real values. Consequently, the wavenumber k can assume only real values (positive for double-positive materials and negative for double-negative metamaterials) or purely imaginary values (for single-negative metamaterials). When k is purely imaginary, i.e., k = iα, α ∈ R, the arguments of the spherical Bessel functions involving k in equations (2.19)-(2.21) are, accordingly, purely imaginary. In this case one notes that the regular spherical Bessel functions j l and h (+) l are replaced, respectively, with the modified spherical Bessel functions i l and k l such that (cf., for instance, [6] )
and
(There shall be no confusion between the modified spherical Bessel functions i l and k l and the imaginary unit i and the wavenumber k since these latter ones do not carry a subscript.) We draw the attention of reader to the fact that F (j) l , j = 1, 2, represent the Mie amplitudes due to the scattering of a plane electromagnetic wave off a sphere of radius a and wavenumber k embedded in an infinite homogeneous medium of wavenumber k 0 ; F It is not hard to show that the amplitudes F l (k 0 a, ka, r , µ r ) → 1 as r → 1 and µ r → 1, as expected, since, in that case, equations (2.18) and (2.19) reduce to the freespace result (2.17). The corresponding results for more general spherically-symmetric backgrounds are outlined in appendix D. Substitution of the associated results into equation (2.16) completes the description of the forward problem. Armed with these developments, we are in position to formulate next the corresponding inverse source problem.
3. Inverse Source Theory Based on Constrained Optimization. The inverse source problem of deducing the source J(r), confined within V from knowledge of the exterior field E(r) is seen from equations (2.13), (B.15)-(B.18) to be equivalent to that of determining the source from knowledge of the multipole moments, i.e., to that of inverting equation (2.16) . The respective inversion is addressed next via a generalization of the free-space optimization theory in [48] to non-homogeneous backgrounds. Emphasis is given to the particular case of piecewise-constant radiallysymmetric backgrounds, but most of the derived expressions apply to more general cases including that of spherically symmetric backgrounds.
3.1. Minimum Energy Solution by Constrained Optimization. We start by addressing the problem of determining the minimum energy source J ME embedded in a substrate of volume V and fixed constitutive parameters r , µ r and generating a given exterior field. The problem can be cast as
where
Note that the constraint set S is convex; also, the objective functional E is coercive and strictly convex. The convexity of E along with its continuity at some point guarantee its continuity on the whole space
. If a minimizer J ME exists, then its uniqueness and global minimality are insured by the strict convexity of E and the convexity of S [4] . But what guarantees the existence of at least one such minimizer? We address this question next. First, we note that since E is a continuous and convex functional on a Hilbert space then it is also weakly sequentially lower semi-continuous [4] . Given this property of E, the fact that it is coercive, and the fact that S is a closed and convex subset of a reflexive Banach space (e.g., a Hilbert space), we can, now, assert that there exists at least one point J ME that minimizes E over S [37] . Hence, problem (3.1,3.2) admits only one global solution.
Due to the Fréchet differentiability of the objective functional E and the constraints
, the continuity of their Fréchet derivatives (see appendix C), and the fact that
is stationary at J ME .
To compute the solution we require that
From the Dubois-Raymond lemma, equation (3.4) , and the forward mapping relations (2.16), (2.18), (2.19), one finds that for piecewise-constant radially-symmetric backgrounds, the minimum-energy source is given by
where we have introduced the positive-definite "singular values"
where h κ
(3.8)
For real k 2 the integral associated with the j = 2 case is calculable through the use of the second Lommel integral (see , for instance, [6] ) and the recurrence relations of the Bessel functions along lines similar to those employed in [47] to evaluate similar inner products. Afterwards, the recurrence relations are also used to express the integral associated with the j = 1 case in terms of the calculated integral associated with the j = 2 case. Consequently, equations (3.8) reduce to,
where we have introduced the unitless quantity (cf. [47] , equation (17))
For k = iα, α ∈ R as is the case for single-negative metamaterials, one uses definition (2.22) to express equations (3.9) and (3.10) in terms of i l .(Note that the lone appearance of the size parameter a in (3.9), i.e., its appearance decoupled from the wavenumbers, is a direct consequence of the fact that the multipole moments a
l,m are dimensionful quantities. It is, as well, a reminder of the boundedness of the enclosing volume V , i.e., of the embedding sphere of substrate material.) Furthermore, the minimum source energy
As expected, these developments reduce, for r = 1 = µ r , to the free-space result (equations (13) , and (14) in [48] ) since F (j) l (k 0 a, ka, r , µ r ) = 1 then; that is, the free-space minimum energy solution is given by equation (3.5) with B (j) l,m given by equation (2.17) and [σ
Minimum Energy Source
Having Zero Reactive Power. We consider next the constrained optimization problem of minimizing the functional energy of the source subject to the additional constraint that the reactive power of the source has a prescribed value. The results for this problem will be elaborated next for the particular and important case of zero reactive power, i.e., = [P] = 0. This corresponds to the minimizing of the antenna currents (the physical resources) while simultaneously enforcing perfect antenna reactance tuning inside the antenna.
The problem can be cast as
The constraint set X is closed, unbounded, and nonconvex. Its nonconvexity stems from that of the newly introduced constraint (J, e G S J) = 0. The set X is assumed to be nonempty. (If it turns out to be empty this would mean that it is not possible for an antenna having a substrate medium of constitutive parameters r , µ r to produce the prescribed external field and at the same time have a vanishing reactive power.)
It is clear that problem (3.12,3.13) is an inherently difficult nonconvex programming problem. Not only do we seek to minimize an objective functional under nonconvex functional constraints but, also, we have to do that on an unbounded set. Proving, for instance, the existence of a solution to problem (3.12,3.13) would have been easier if X were convex, but it is straightforward to show that the only way for X to become convex is to have <
¢ . This would amount to imposing a new constraint which appears not to correspond to anything meaningful, physically speaking. Now let us address the issue of the existence of a solution to problem (3.12,3.13) in the absence of the convexity and boundedness of the constraint set X. Since X is a closed subset of a normed vector space and since E is a coercive functional, then there exist [37] J 0 ∈ X and Γ > 0 such that
where B Γ (J 0 ) is the closed (and bounded) ball of radius Γ and center J 0 . This is a powerful result. What this tells us is that minimizing E over the unbounded set X can be reduced to the minimizing of E over a bounded subset in X that could be much smaller than X. All that remains to complete the proof of existence of a solution to problem (3.12,3.13) is to demonstrate the existence of a solution to the auxiliary problem
A useful variant of the generalized Weierstrass theorem stipulates that for a weakly sequentially lower semi-continuous functional defined on a weakly sequentially compact subset of a Hilbert space there exists, at least, one solution to the minimization problem [4] . But we have already shown that E is a weakly sequentially lower semicontinuous functional (see the discussion of problem (3.1,3.2)). Consequently, the existence of a solution to problem (3.15,3.13) depends entirely on the demonstration that X ∩ B Γ (J 0 ) is a weakly sequentially compact subset. But this, too, is true because any bounded subset of a reflexive Banach space (e.g., a Hilbert space) is also weakly sequentially compact [8] . Hence, assuming that X ∩ B Γ (J 0 ) is nonempty, we are, from the preceding discussion, in position to affirm the existence of at least one global minimizer J E,P ∈ X ∩ B Γ (J 0 ) for the auxiliary problem (3.15,3.13). However, by virtue of (3.14), this point J E,P is also the sought solution of problem (3.12,3.13), which completes our proof. Unfortunately, though, we have yet to guarantee the uniqueness of this solution or even write down a minimality condition that would yield this solution. We shall now focus on writing down a necessary minimality condition whose solution would yield the minimizer J E,P .
Let J E,P be a minimizer. In view of the Fréchet differentiability of the objective functional and the constraints, the continuity of their Fréchet derivatives (see appendix C), and the fact that ∇ J h a
is surjective and the range of
is closed, there exist Lagrange multipliers χ ∈ R, and c 16) where the generalized Lagrangian functional is given by
Condition (3.16,3.17) reduces to (see appendix C)
(3.18) According to equation (3.18) , to determine J E,P one needs to solve an infinite number of equations with infinite number of unknowns. That is of course not the case in practical situations. For any real problem the radiation emitted by the source has a maximum multipolarity l max < ∞. Thus, for real problems one would need to solve 2l max (l max + 2) + 4 integral equations with 2l max (l max + 2) + 4 unknowns. By all standards this is a tedious task, even for small values of l max . One should try to find a more clever way of determining what the solution is. For instance, one could resort to numerical techniques and algorithms available in the literature (see, e.g., [67] and the references therein). In the sequel we plan on adopting a similar approach that combines analytical and numerical methods.
We shall assume that X 6 = ∅ and adopt partly-analytical partly-numerical strategies to find a minimizer J E,P , which we proved that it existed, without having to solve a large number of complicated equations. The "hybrid" approach below is very much in line with the spirit of those adopted for this kind of problems. We shall also explore some of the properties of the solution. Once a feasible point J E,P is found by means of the technique below one would substitute it in the derived minimality conditions to check if it satisfies these conditions. Let, now, L be the generalized Lagrangian defined as 19) wherein the constraint on the reactive power is now written in such a way that it permits the latter to have an arbitrary value =[P ] that is not necessarily zero.
The first variation of the last term in equation (3.19) is found from equations (2.11) and (2.12) to be
It follows from equations (3.3), (3.4), and (3.20) that the first variation of the Lagrangian in equation (3.19 ) is
By equating the variation in equation (3.21) to zero one deduces that the sought solution, to be denoted as J E,P (r), must obey, within its support V , the relation
If χ = 0 then this approach coincides with the one given earlier, leading to the minimum energy source in equation (3.5) (in such a situation, that source generates zero reactive power) while for the more general case χ 6 = 0 the two formulations (and their solutions) differ. However, we note that for certain peculiar constitutiveparameter values the constraint is not active and therefore χ = 0. In that peculiar case the minimum energy sources are intrinsically resonant. By letting the vector wave equation operator (∇× ∇×− (k * ) 2 ) = (∇ ×∇ ×−k 2 ) (the equality stems from the requirement that the substrate be lossless) act on both sides of equation (3.22) and with the aid of the fact that the fields B (j) l,m are solutions of the homogeneous wave equation associated to the same operator, one concludes that the source J E,P (r) obeys the homogeneous wave equation 23) in the interior of the source region V ; the quantity K which appears in equation (3.23) is a modified wavenumber defined by
(Note that K quickly becomes purely imaginary as χ becomes large and positive.)
Now, the most general source that is confined within the spherical source volume V and is a solution of equation (3.23) in the interior of V must admit the representation
where v
l,m are expansion coefficients that need to be determined (for the constraints of the problem) and where (2.18)) it follows at once from equations (3.6), (3.7), (3.9), and (3.10) that the inner product 27) where
By substituting from equations (3.25) and (3.26) into equation (2.16) while using well-known orthogonality properties of the vector spherical harmonics Y l,m (r) and the associated vector functionsr × Y l,m (r) (cf. appendix A) one obtains the form of the desired solution, in particular,
Similarly to the integrals in (3.8), the integral associated with the j = 2 case in (3.30) is calculable through the use of the first Lommel integral (cf., for instance, [6] .) The above inner product takes on the form
where we have introduced the unitless quantity
(Note that (3.32) is valid only for k 6 = K, i.e., for χ 6 = 0. The case k = K, i.e., for χ = 0, has already been discussed.) The source energy corresponding to (3.29) is of the form
Note that the above results ((3.29)) and (3.33) do not assume any particular value for = [P].
We need to incorporate the reactive power constraint, i.e., equation (2.11), which defines the value of the remaining Lagrange multiplier χ. Since the desired reactive power is specified to be zero, the problem now is to find an expression for the reactive power in terms of χ from which one can deduce the value of χ which minimizes the source energy under the constraint = [P] = 0. This value of χ will be called χ 0 . A number of partly analytical, partly numerical strategies can be implemented to accomplish this step.
One such approach, which generalizes the development for the free-space case in [48] , consists of determining the field E(r) generated by the source J E,P (r) in the interior of the source region V . In particular, after evaluating the field, one can compute the interaction power via equations (2.8) and (2.9) and require that its imaginary part vanish. In particular, plotting = [P] and E E,P versus χ one can finally select the value of χ which yields minimum E E,P out of all values of χ for which = [P] = 0. We adopt this approach next.
By rewriting equation (3.23) as
where we have borrowed from equation (2.3), one concludes that the field E(r) must admit in the interior of the source region V an expansion of the form 35) where the expansion coefficients u
l,m need to be determined taking into account continuity of the tangential components of the field on the boundary ∂V ≡ {r ∈ R 3 : r = a} of V . Continuing on this idea, it is not hard to show from these developments, and by straightforward generalization of the discussion of the free-space version of the problem in [48] , equations (30)- (42) , that the complex interaction power can be expressed as
where 37) where the quantity u
l,m is given by Thus the reactive power of the source J E,P , is given by
By taking the real part of the complex interaction power, as given by equations (3.36)-(3.38), one also recovers equation (2.10) which is the well-known expression for the radiated power in terms of the multipole moments. Equations (3.38)-(3.40) relate χ directly to = [P], as desired. For a certain problem, where a (j) l,m and = [P] are given, one can compute the values of χ for which = [P] = 0 by using these expressions, and pick, out of those values, the one which minimizes the functional energy in equation (3.33) . By substituting that value of χ (i.e., χ 0 ) into equations (3.24), (3.26) , and (3.29) one arrives at the desired solution.
Let
It is found, numerically, that (see section 4) the minimum source energy is achieved for the value of χ that is closest to χ = 0, i.e.,
42)
It appears only natural to assume that an increase in the source energy from E ME should correspond to χ 0 (and any other value of χ ∈ Ξ for that matter). This would be understood, intuitively, as a cost that one would have to pay to realize a tuned antenna. The numerical simulations suggest that this, in fact, is the case: substituting any nonzero value χ ∈ Ξ in the expression for E E,P yields a value that is larger than E E,P | χ=0 = E ME . Does this mean that E ME is a lower bound of E E,P and that E E,P (χ 0 ) is a global minimum? Before we examine this question we note that the above observations remind us of equation (3.14) . Indeed, a convenient way of viewing these observations is to think of the origin of the sphere B Γ (J 0 ) 3 J E,P as the point J 0 = J ME and to think of its radius as Γ ≥ |χ 0 |.
Supposing that E E,P (χ 0 ) corresponds to a feasible point, let us derive a condition for it to be a global minimum. By definition E E,P (χ 0 ) is said to be a global minimum when
If the inequality is strict then the global minimum is also unique. It follows from equations (2.16), (2.11), and (3.22) that
Thus if we require = [P (χ)] = 0, equation (3.44) yields
Furthermore, by projecting both sides of equation (3.22) onto the functions B (j) l,m while recalling equations (2.16) and (3.6) one obtains
By substituting from this result into equation (3.45) one obtains
where χ ∈ Ξ. Upon substituting J E,P (r), from equation (3.29), into equation (3.47) and using standard orthogonality properties of the spherical harmonics, one obtains
(3.48)
Expression (3.48) for the source energy directly assumes that = [P] = 0, while expression (3.33) holds for any value of the reactive power = [P]. It follows from (3.43) and (3.48) that the condition for E E,P (χ 0 ) to be a global minimum is given by
for any value of χ ∈ Ξ. Condition (3.49) is a necessary and sufficient condition for E E,P (χ 0 ) to be a global minimum. The way it should be used is as follows. For a given substrate, solve = [P (χ)] = 0 for χ (where = [P (χ)] is given by (3.38)-(3.40)). If condition (3.49) is satisfied for all values of χ ∈ Ξ then E E,P (χ 0 ) is a global minimum. If it is not satisfied for at least one value of χ ∈ Ξ then E E,P (χ 0 ) is not a global minimum (but it may still be a local minimum). Condition (3.49) was written down based on the presumption that E E,P (χ 0 6 = 0) was a global minimum. For E E,P (χ 0 = 0) = E ME , condition (3.49) reduces to
The preceding developments have emphasized the case of piecewise-constant radiallysymmetric backgrounds. Generalization to more general spherically-symmetric backgrounds follows the same overall approach but then the formulation is based on the respective forward solver sketched in appendix D. We shall not dwell on this here, and instead address numerical illustration of the preceding theory next.
Computer Simulation Study.
The previous theory and algorithms are applied next to elucidate the effect of the antenna-embedding medium on radiation performance for two classes of antennas: electrically small, and larger (resonant) antennas. Within each class, we consider both the minimum energy solution without tuning constraint, and the minimum energy solution subject to the additional zero reactive power or tuning constraint. The goal is to gain an understanding of the effect of the antenna substrate on the minimum source energy for a given radiation pattern. Other related considerations are also discussed. To present the results with focus, more attention is given in the following to double-positive and double-negative materials. (One needs to mention at this point that having r > 0 and µ r > 0 does not necessarily imply that the material is a conventional one. Indeed, naturally occurring materials do not usually exhibit positive permeabilities and permittivities smaller that those of the vacuum. This makes manufacturing a material whose relative permittivity is equal to 0 < r < 1 still require the use of metamaterials.) for a given substrate wavenumber ka relative to the corresponding free-space values, the greater the associated enhancement, due to the substrate, of radiation of the lth multipole order field with given resources. It is thus important to understand the dependence of the singular values h σ (j) l (k 0 a, ka, r , µ r ) i 2 on k 0 a, ka, r , µ r and l, for both the electric (j = 1) and the magnetic (j = 2) cases. Large singular values, such as resonances or peaks in the plots of the singular values versus these variables, will indicate enhanced radiation for such operational modes or conditions, with the given resources. This aspect is investigated numerically next.
Before engaging in the numerical illustrations we make some remarks: (1) the multipolarity l is handled in the plots as a continuous variable to facilitate understanding of the curves, yet the meaningful results correspond solely to the discrete values of l; (2) in the simulations the size parameter (radius) a of the antenna including the substrate has been set to unity, i.e., a = 1 m; and (3) in the plots and associated discussion we consider the normalized wavenumbers defined by x ≡ ka/π and x 0 ≡ k 0 a/π.
The normalized wavenumber x represents the wavenumber of the field in the material, hence, the effective electric size in the material, while the normalized wavenumber x 0 measures the respective size in free space.
Behavior of the Singular Values
. 
, respectively. No local maxima or resonances are seen for the free-space cases, in particular, in those cases the singular value spectrum decays exponentially. 
versus l, parameterized by the normalized wavenumber in the substrate, x. From now on, the normalized singular values
will be referred to, simply, as singular values, unless otherwise specified. The singular value spectrum plots for the larger x values considered (x = 5 and 10) reveal welldefined resonances (local peaks). The dominant resonances for these larger x values occur around l ∼ π. In fact, the resonances in question appear to arise only when x > ∼ 1. Overall, it is seen that as the material becomes electromagnetically denser, i.e., as the substrate normalized wavenumber x increases, the magnitudes of the singular values become accordingly larger. Since electrically small antennas such as the one considered here can effectively radiate the lowest multipole orders (such as the dipolar mode) only, then of particular interest for small antenna applications is the antenna substrate-induced enhancement for low multipolarity l. The plots reveal that the dipolar-mode (l = 1) singular values can be significantly higher for the embedding substrate case than for the free-space case. The improvement for x = 5 and 10 relative to the free-space case is of more than 3 orders of magnitude (decades). This means that the magnitude of the exciting current or source required for launching of the given dipolar field can be made correspondingly smaller than in free space by embedding the antenna in a high wavenumber or electromagnetically dense substrate. Alternatively, for fixed source energy, the antenna size parameter a can be reduced relative to its value without the embedding substrate. The improvement for l = 2 and 3 associated to the larger wavenumber cases (x = 5 and 10) is also noticeable.
The respective plot for the case of a resonant or electrically-large x 0 = 10 antenna is shown in Figure 4 .3. The respective magnetic singular value spectra are shown in Figures 4.4-4 .5. Many of the key features outlined above while explaining the particular electric quarter-wave antenna case also arise for these other cases. Yet other aspects become salient. A summary of the main results is given next, along with some of the former observations, as general conclusions learned from these simulations as a whole.
It is seen that, for sufficiently large multipolarity l (i.e., for l > ∼ 6), and for the values of x 0 considered which comprise both small and large or resonant antennas, the singular values are consistently higher for the denser substrates (larger x) than for the less dense substrates including the free-space (x = x 0 ) case. This is true for both electric (j = 1) and magnetic (j = 2) modes. As we had indicated for the particular electric quarter-wave antenna case, generally for x = x 0 (no embedding medium or free-space case), the singular value spectrum decays exponentially with l, i.e., without resonances. This decay is more or less exponential for the smaller antenna cases. For larger antennas the singular values remain more or less within a given order of magnitude until about the cutoff l ∼ k 0 a (this value approximately corresponds to the inflection point in the singular value spectrum curve for the freespace case), but this cutoff is clearly higher (includes higher order multipoles) for the large wavenumber (large x) cases (Note that in order to see this visually one would need to plot not the normalized singular values Figure 4 .1 leads to the same conclusion.) This further shows performance enhancement via larger wavenumber or electromagnetically denser substrates since higher multipoles represent higher antenna directivity (higher level of details or narrower width in the radiation pattern). It is also important to note that the enhancement in the singular values due to larger substrate wavenumber k holds for both small and large multipolarities l.
Having shown some of the radiation enhancing possibilities offered by electromagnetically denser substrates, we discuss next the question of local optimal selection of the wavenumber x. Consider, for example, a half-wave antenna (so that x 0 = 1/2) embedded in a substrate with r = 1 and launching purely magnetic modes (j = 2). Local maxima of the respective normalized singular values h (2) l (x 0 = 1/2, x, r = 1, µ r ) i 2 for l = 1, 2, and 3 were found to occur as follows: For the emission of dipole radiation (l = 1) at x ' 1.430, with an enhancement or gain
3.110 × 10 5 , relative to free space; for the emission of quadrupole radiation (l = 2) at x ' 1.833, with a gain relative to free space of 1.925 × 10 7 ; and for the emission of octupole radiation (l = 3) at x ' 2.224, with a gain of 10 10 . For antennas embedded in denser substrates the numerical study indicates, however, that the improvement attained is comparatively marginal. For example, the gain associated to going from the aforementioned values of x to the local maxima at x ∼ 10 is only of 44.03, 23.86, and 5.55 for the dipole, quadrupole and octupole radiation cases, respectively. Conversely, a half-wave antenna radiating purely electric modes instead displays a significantly different behavior in this regard, and the overall improvements of the substrate are also more significant. Thus for modest values of x, a locally maximum improvement in the radiation ability of the half-wave antenna can be attained for the following values: For electric dipole radiation at x ' 0.946 with a gain h (1) 1 (x 0 = 1/2, x = 0.946, r , µ r ) i 2 ' 5.36; for quadrupole radiation at x ' 1.362 with a gain relative to free space of 163.6; for octupole radiation at x ' 1.800 with a gain of 2.952 × 10 4 . For denser materials the enhancement relative to free space can be significantly larger. Thus numerical maximization of
l (x 0 , x, r , µ r ) i 2 yields the following gains associated to going from the aforementioned values of x to the local maxima at x ∼ 10 : 126, 70.81, and 33.56 for the dipole, quadrupole and octupole radiation cases, respectively. The first two of those numbers are relatively significant enhancements, yet for much denser materials the enhancements are less dramatic, though still meaningful. These considerations are reinforced from an alternative point of view in the next subsection which revisits the topic of locally optimal antenna substrate wavenumber for a broad range of antenna sizes under electric dipole radiation.
A legitimate question arises as to the physical reason behind the appearance of these resonances in the spectra of the non-free-space singular values. As noted earlier a careful examination of the quantities F (j) l defined in (2.19) shows that these quantities are essentially the amplitudes of the internal electromagnetic Mie fields due to the scattering of a plane wave by a sphere of radius a and propagation constant k embedded in an infinite homogeneous medium of propagation constant k 0 ; F l , or, more realistically, by the requirement that those denominators be minimum [60] . Thus the resonance conditions can be cast in the form of approximate transcendental equations, viz.,
for the electric modes, and 
, defined in (3.8), and unless these latter quantities are sufficiently well- (which represent the most general cases considered in this work). Hence, one can confidently claim that the observed peaks in the spectrum of the singular values are primarily due to the phenomenon of Mie resonance and maximum enhancement conditions are effectively summarized by the two conditions (4.2) and (4.3). Therefore, for a given antenna radiating at a prescribed frequency, the discrete set of solutions x corresponds to a set of constitutive parameters s and µ s that maximize the radiated electromagnetic fields. As their amplitudes increase these radiated fields draw energy from the embedding medium. But because this medium is of finite extent the energy extraction process saturates, ultimately, and as a result of this saturation the fields fall short of effectively "blowing up."
Further Details: Electric Dipole
Radiation. This part examines in greater detail the fundamental electric dipole radiation case, in particular, the multipole moment a (j) l,m = 1 if j = 1 = l and m = 0, and is zero otherwise. The minimum source energy reduces in this case to E (j=1=l) ME
. Figure 4 .6 shows a mesh plot of the minimum source energy E (j=1=l) ME versus the normalized wavenumbers x 0 and x for a double-positive substrate material with r = 1. For a double-negative substrate material having r = −1, the numerical study shows that the minimum source energy displays a very similar, though not completely symmetrical, behavior when x changes sign, for a given x 0 . Consequently, source energy E (j=1=l) ME is not an even function of x, and hence distinguishes between double-positive and double-negative embedding substrates. Figure 4 .6 also shows that, in general terms, source energy tends to decrease as the size of the antenna increases, this is also true when x is negative. Thus as the antenna size increases it tends to be easier to distribute the source currents in a more efficient way. As shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8, for small antennas the source energy exhibits its first local minima at |x| ∼ 1. In particular, for x 0 = 1/4 (quarter-wave antenna case) and x 0 = 1/2 (half-wave case) the first local minimum of E (j=1=l) ME appears for positive x at x ' 0.960 and x ' 0.946, respectively, and for negative x at x = −0.760 and x = −0.860, respectively. For x 0 = 1 (full-wave antenna case) the first local minimum of E (j=1=l) ME appears for positive x at x ' 1.155 and for negative x at x ' −1.200. However, for large antennas a slightly more subtle behavior is observed. If |x| < x 0 the local minima of E (j=1=l) ME appear at |x| ∼ (2n + 1) /2, n = 1, 2, 3, ..., while if |x| > x 0 the minima appear at |x| ∼ n, n = 1, 2, 3, ..., with the least minimum still belonging to the smallest antenna (cf. Figures 4.7 and 4.8) . These rules-of-thumb depend on the particular combination of constitutive parameters r and µ r under investigation. To illustrate this we display in Figure 4 .9 the logarithmic plot of E (j=1=l) ME versus x for µ r = 1. In this figure one clearly sees that the rules are interchanged, i.e., now, if x < x 0 the local minima of E (j=1=l) ME appear at x ∼ n, n = 1, 2, 3, ..., while if x > x 0 the minima appear at x ∼ (2n + 1) /2, n = 1, 2, 3, ...(This, of course, is rather expected as the positions of the minima depend on the particular combination of constitutive parameters r and µ r .) Another feature which is worth noting is that the local minima of the functional energy keep decreasing for increasing values of |x| at an even slower rate, though the numerical study does not seem to conclusively indicate whether for |x| À 10 there is a limiting value.
A fundamental aspect is presented in Figure 4 .10 which shows a plot of the freespace case source energy E (j=1=l) ME (x = x 0 , r = 1 = µ r ) versus x 0 . This plot illustrates the well-known behavior that the source functional energy increases extremely fast as x 0 decreases below x 0 ∼ 1/2: apparently it increases exponentially. The energy reaches a mildly oscillating valley at x 0 ∼ 1/2, but the oscillations die out very rapidly, while the energy approaches a certain limiting value as ka increases. On the one hand, these observations imply that launching the dipolar mode costs significantly more energy if the size of the antenna is smaller than, say, half a wavelength, and, on the other hand, that increasing the size of the antenna beyond this threshold has little effect on the minimization of the source functional energy associated to this particular mode. In Figure 4 .11 the gain, defined as
has been plotted as a function of the normalized substrate wavenumber x. The information depicted in this plot is equivalent to that in Figure 4 .7, but the latter figure highlights more clearly the reduction in required source energy for the radiation of the dipolar mode for small and large antennas. For the small antenna cases, the enhancement is seen to be of more than 4 orders of magnitude for the resonant x values. Similar results (not shown) were found pertinent to radiation enhancement for higher order multipoles in the large antenna cases. Finally, to further illustrate the possibility of reducing radiator size while achieving a given radiation pattern with prescribed source resources, specifically, source energy, we considered the free-space wavenumber k 0 = π/4, and sought for values of the size parameter a for which the minimum source energy of a source embedded in a medium having k = 10π renders the same source energy as a unit-valued a embedded in free space, for which k = k 0 = π/4. For an embedding substrate with r = 1 the first such values of a are 0.098, 0.101, 0.196, 0.204, ..., (units of m) which are seen to occur in pairs around 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, etc. This is not surprising in light of the formula introduced earlier, in particular, the locally optimal values of ka are ka ∼ nπ, n = 1, 2, 3, ..., that is, ka ∼ n/10, 2n/10, .... The values for which the source energy in question coincides with the free-space one for a larger source having unit-valued radius then occur in pairs around these optimal values, which completes the picture. zero reactive power constraint. In particular, we require the reactive power to vanish, that is, = [P] = 0. As in the preceding subsection, the focus is the fundamental case of an electric dipole radiator (specifically, a (j) l,m = 1 if j = 1 = l and m = 0, and is zero otherwise). Particular attention is given to the quarter-wave and the half-wave antenna cases, though some results related to larger antennas are also presented.
As in [48] , we define the normalized reactive power
1 , (4.5)
where < [P] = 1/2η 0 is the radiated power and where the free-space wave impedance η 0 = p µ 0 / 0 ' 120π Ω. We define χ 0 as the Lagrange multiplier value χ which annuls the normalized reactive power g
1 , i.e., g
1 (χ)¯χ =χ 0 = 0 and for which the resulting source energy is minimal among all such zero reactive power Lagrange multiplier values. The value in question was consistently found to occur in the vicinity of χ = 0. This is not surprising since the absolute or unconstrained minimum energy source and its energy E (j=1=l) ME correspond to χ = 0, that is, the minimum energy source is min E , and absolute minimum energy E (j=1=l) ME , for the cases addressed in these plots, as well as for other cases (other values of x).
One notes from these results that the minimum energy solution J (j=1=l) ME yields minimum source energy E (j=1=l) ME or current level but its reactive power is comparable to the maximum, saturated value corresponding to χ À 1 for the double-positive and E (j=1=l) ME of the two sources J E,P and J ME , respectively, is the source energy of the additional nonradiating part contained in J E,P whose role in the new source is to counteract the reactive power of the minimum energy source alone. It decreases as the electromagnetic density of the substrate increases, this being true for both double-positive and double-negative substrates. We found that, for x 0 = 1/4 and 1/2, performances better than those of the free-space cases (i.e., for which k = k 0 and r = 1 = µ r ) can be achieved (cf. 
is not explicitly displayed in the tables.) Superior performance can also be obtained by means of a judicious choice of the substrate constitutive properties, as we explain below. In addition to this, we note that the minimum of the energy decreases as the electromagnetic density of the substrate increases, whether the substrate is double-positive or double-negative. In Furthermore, it also follows that if one allows the electromagnetic properties of the embedding substrate (i.e., r and µ r ) to vary then one could make the reactive power vanish for χ 0 = 0, this being a matching condition under which the minimum energy sources are not only of local minimum energy (see below) but also self-matched to resonance. Let us illustrate this for a quarter-wavelength antenna. For a given positive relative electric permittivity, for instance r = 1, we find that the matching condition mentioned above is satisfied for x ' 0.511, i.e., in this case r = 1 and µ r ' 4.18. Now, for a given negative relative electric permittivity, for instance for r = −1, we find that the matching condition is satisfied for x ' −1.338, i.e., in this case r = −1 and µ r = −28.64. A word of caution is necessary at this point. From the definition itself of the above-mentioned matching one obtains for χ 0 = 0 : E constitutive properties r and µ r associated to the matching cases must correspond to global minima for E
, that is, that they represent the best substrate values. This is very clearly illustrated in Tables 4.1 and 4.3 where for x = 1, 5 and 10 in Table  4 .1 and for x = −1, −5 and −10 in Table 4 .3 one has E
.
In other words a quarter-wavelength antenna embedded in substrates having those values of x as their electromagnetic densities exhibit source energies smaller than those exhibited by the antenna when it is embedded in a substrate whose constitutive parameters satisfy the matching condition. Table 4 .3 Results of the numerical study for the constrained quarter-wave antenna embedded in a doublenegative metamaterial with r = −1. (The unit of the source energies is A 2 /m). 5. Conclusions. This work reported a mathematical theory of the full-vector, electromagnetic inverse source problem which is applicable to sources embedded in substrates, with applications to the analysis, source-synthesis and characterization of antennas embedded in substrates. The present work completes the research program on the inverse source problem in non-homogeneous background media initiated in an earlier paper [19] . The developments considered sources in a spherical volume of radius a, so that the results and overall conclusions fundamentally hold for rather general sources of a given maximal dimension (2a), and this also conveniently enabled us to treat the relevant source-to-field mappings in the spherical coordinate system or multipole wavefunction domain.
A key objective was to gain understanding from first principles of potential radiation enhancements (reduction of required antenna resources (physical size, current levels, level of tuning, and so on) for a given far field) due to such substrates. This problem was treated in the present work within a general and non-device-specific framework whose predictions (such as performance bounds) under normalized resources are fundamental. The derived theory and the associated numerical illustrations also yielded fundamental insight about the interplay of the variables involved, as well as an idea of good values for antenna design parameters.
The results were discussed addressing separately the cases of small versus large or resonant antennas, with the overall conclusion that for small antennas one can significantly enhance the radiated power or compress source size via the substrates under normalized antenna resources, while for larger antennas the use of substrates can significantly enhance both radiated power and directivity (related to the number of essentially independent field modes that can be radiated effectively) under the given resources. Our analysis thus formally explains, from a first principles, non-devicespecific source-inversion point of view, similar findings by other groups working in the general area of substrate-enhanced antennas.
Some future research directions of our interest are outlined next. The present theory holds for a given frequency. It is of much interest the development of a broadband inverse theory, which can be derived as a stepped-frequency approach or as a theory directly in the time domain. The basic approach, for the scalar case, can be found in [49] . Extension to the full-vector context and dispersive embedding media is an important open problem of our interest. Another future research avenue is extension of the theory developed in this paper assuming spherical source volumes also to prolate and oblate spheroidal support regions so as to more tightly characterize dipole and planar antennas (with prolates or oblates playing the role of source supports depending on whether the antennas are elongated or wide, respectively). Key references are [59, 58] which study, within the simpler free-space context, the inverse problem using spheroidal wave functions instead of the spherical wave or multipole fields. Future directions also include the development of a general multiport antenna theory for small antennas formed by a number of independently addressable feeding ports (which may benefit, e.g., from ultra-small, nano-technologies), an approach which is expected to facilitate physical synthesis of near-optimal, wave-like current distributions in given source volumes. Given the encouraging results of the present work, we plan to incorporate the added degree of freedom of substrates into the pertinent development, which is also expected to borrow from relatively recent advances in multiport antenna theory [28] , spherical volume realizations of near-optimal antennas reported in the literature [10] , and other related topics.
Appendix B. Wavefunctions B (j)
l,m for Piecewise-Constant Radially-Symmetric Backgrounds.
The aim of this appendix is to show that the multipole moments a l,m given by equations (2.18) and (2.19) . The manipulations below rely on the elemental equations (2.13) and (2.14) and the concept of reciprocity. The latter can be stated as follows [7] : The reaction (coupling) R E→J 0 of the field E produced by a source J on another source J 0 , given by
is equal to the reaction of the field E 0 produced by the source J 0 on the source J, in particular,
To evaluate the field due to a current distribution J(r) that is embedded in the piecewise-constant radially symmetric background of interest, we consider, without loss of generality, the following two classes of canonical sources:
h J l,m are expected to, and in fact will, turn out to be independent of R.) The justification for the above considerations relies on two results: (1) the transverse component of an arbitrary vector field on the spherical surface of radius R > a centered about the origin is uniquely characterized by its expansion in terms of the vector spherical harmonics Y l,m (r) and their associated vector functionsr ×Y l,m (r), and (2) the multipole moments characterizing any electric field outside the support of the emitting sources is uniquely determined by the tangential component of this field on a sphere totally enclosing the support of the emitting sources (as noted in section 2).
The field h E where k = nk 0 is the wavenumber of the field in the background material confined within the source volume V and A 1 and D 1 are coefficients that are to be determined by imposing continuity of the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields on the boundary ∂V ≡ {r ∈ R 3 : r = a}. Analogously, the total field h E where A 2 and D 2 are coefficients that need to be determined from the boundary conditions on ∂V.
By imposing the continuity requirements on the boundary ∂V and using the Wronskian relation for spherical Bessel functions [6] , one obtains (for j = 1) l,m are uniquely defined by projections of the far-field radiation patterns onto the orthogonal set of functions Y l,m andr × Y l,m (cf., e.g., [47] , equation (7) and the associated discussion). Thus either the far fields or the multipole moments uniquely define each other as well as the exterior field everywhere outside the source volume V (via equation (2.13) ).
The derivation of equation (2.16) and equations (2.18)-(2.21) is then completed by requiring that k 0 R À 1 and using the large-argument approximation for the spherical Hankel function, in particular, h 
However, it is well-known [4] that difficulties related to the definition of linearity of the Fréchet differentiation operator would be encountered when f maps a complex Banach space (in our case L . Consequently, the definition of the Fréchet derivative given by (C.1) takes on the slightly modified form [4] [f (
Given these definitions, one can show that
whereby one identifies ∇ J E (J 0 ) with 2J 0 . Similarly, one obtains for the first group of (convex) constraints ³ ∇ J h a l,m . Finally, for the second group of (nonconvex) constraints, one also obtains (after using the symmetry propertȳ G S (r, r 0 ) =Ḡ S (r 0 , r))
In this case, one identifies ∇ J (J 0 , e G S J 0 ) with 2 e G S J 0 .
